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LABORATORY/LOW TEMPERATURE CONTROL
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The optional PRIMUS Laboratory/Low design addresses the need to kill select
organisms at lower temperatures for heat sensitive and heat coagulable
material such as infant formula or media.

As inferred above, Lab-low is not truly a sterilization cycle since it is used to kill
select organisms in many applications.  It is more correct to refer to it as a
process.

The process is usually used for pasteurization or inspissation at cycle
temperatures below 110 °C (230°F). In order to achieve these lower
temperatures, additional Laboratory/Lo piping is added that re-circulates steam
from the chamber drain back into the chamber steam supply port. New steam
flows through a “Low Temperature” ejector which creates a suction that draws
cooler steam from the chamber drain.  This action mixes the two streams
together, thereby creating a lower temperature steam that is used to control the
chamber temperature.

A PRIMUS sterilizer that includes the Laboratory/Low option will operate as a
standard sterilizer during traditional gravity, vacuum, and liquids cycles.
However, these units have an additional global cycle parameter - the LAB LOW
T CUTOFF value.   This parameter is accessed though the global parameters
menu.

This parameter indicates to the controller the cut-off temperature between
normal cycle control and Laboratory/Low control. For instance, if the LAB LOW
T CUTOFF is set for 105 °C, any cycles whose STERILIZATION
TEMPERATURE parameter is set at or below 105 °C will automatically utilize
the Laboratory/Lo temperature ejector as the main steam source.

Once set, the Laboratory/Low functionality is virtually transparent to the
operator. Other sterilizer functions, phases, alarms, and communications
remain the same.

THE LABORATORY/LOW TEMPERATURE CONTROL FEATURE IS
NOT INTENDED FOR REPROCESSING REUSABLE MEDICAL DEVICES
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